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Summary

The rate of human development poses unprecedented
environmental, social and economic challenges. The UN
estimates that by 2050 the world population will be nearly 9.8
billion people.1 Today 26 percent of the world’s 7.5 billon
people are children under the age of 15.1 In Africa, the region
with the highest population growth, 41 percent of the
population is under 15.1
The Earth’s burgeoning human population is facing serious
and interrelated challenges of resource scarcity, climate
change and economic/social instability. The future hinges on
our abilities to adapt to and creatively address tremendous
changes in the natural, built and social environments.
Addressing these challenges requires a transformative view
that emphasizes creativity, innovation,
entrepreneurial know-how and ethical
citizenship.2
A review of the historical roots of
education systems and practices
provides context. Recent
developments in educational ideas
and frameworks are considered,
identifying common themes.
Concepts are scoped to how they
connect learning with Earth’s systems:
Why do some elements work against
this objective? What functions are in
alignment?

Synergies between education and design methodologies are
examined. Approaches to education as a design problem
including design thinking,3 Understanding by Design,4 TRIZ,5,6
and design patterns7,8,9 are presented. Design-driven
approaches to curricular planning and school reform are
summarized and validated by success stories.10,11
The vast majority of K-12 education has not embraced new
methodologies in typical classrooms, which are still dominated
by lecture. In addition, even new methodologies do not place
a living systems ethic at their core. A broad and comprehensive transformation is required: Education’s role must be to
develop sustainable mindsets and capacities for action.
Biomimicry is a new approach being applied by scientists,
engineers and designers that takes inspiration from
nature’s models to solve human problems.12

Biomimicry provides a design lens to explore this
problem from a living systems perspective.
Learning functions are translated into biological
terms. Living systems inspire solutions by
considering educational design problems from
biological perspectives, revealing new
strategies. Biological functions, structures and
design patterns are abstracted and applied to
learning environments. Bio-inspired solutions are
evaluated against Life’s Principles (Biomimicry
3.8).12,13 As a next step, tools for adapting the bioinspired education framework are provided.
Life’s Principles. Biomimicry 3.8 (CC BY-NC-ND)
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Education: A Historical Perspective
Human history is dominated by hunter-gatherer
cultures, which emerged 3.3 million years ago.
Agriculture is much more recent, representing just
0.3% of human history. Writing appeared 5,300 years
ago, representing just 0.16% of human history.
Education systems as we know them emerged during
the modern period, or a minuscule 0.015% of human
history.14
For 99.985% of human history,
learning was guided by selfdirected play and exploration —
These are the learning activities
that evolution favors.15

Human History
Period

Timespan (years)

Lower Paleolithic

3000000

Middle Paleolithic

250000

Upper Paleolithic

40000

Agriculture

10000

Writing
Modern Period
Lower Paleolithic
Agriculture

Middle Paleolithic
Writing

5300
500
Upper Paleolithic
Modern Period

Furthermore, all of human history
is a tiny percentage of the 3.85
billion years of life on earth. If the
Earth’s history was one year, all of
the modern industrial era would
fit into the last 2 seconds before
midnight.16
Therefore, the physical and
organizational structures of
schools today are a very recent
development in human history.

(See Appendix 1 for background research on
the summary above)
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All of human history is recent in the history of life on Earth.

Source:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_the_evolutionary_history_of_life
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A Snapshot of Education Today

The configuration and implementation of today’s K-12 learning
environments have been driven by economic and political
concerns: Schools are designed to produce a well-educated
workforce, social stability and cultural coherence.17 The
structure and organizational principles for mass education
mirror industry. Consider that products of industry that do not
meet specifications are discarded or reprocessed. Similarly,
conformance in systems of education are based on
requirements. The linear processes of mass production have
been translated into mass education, batching students
through the system by grade level.18 Schools refer to children
by grade and learning as school work.19 It’s no wonder that a
recent large scale study rates K-12 school activities below
average scores in happiness.20 In a 2014 survey of principals in
California’s public more than 60% of high schools and almost
50% of middle schools reported student depression as a
moderate or severe problem among students.21

Many school buildings look (and operate) like factories
Crow Island School. Uploaded by Albert Herring [CC BY-SA]
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Utah Public Education [CC BY]

Much emphasis has been placed on standards in K-12
education. The standards-based curricula is prioritized
hierarchically, reflecting the underlying socioeconomic factors
used to justify these measures: STEM (science, technology,
engineering and math) are highest priority, followed by
humanities. The arts are lowest in priority and considered
“non-academic” by many schools22 and yet considered most
important for developing creativity and innovation.
Assessments have been implemented by “high-stakes” testing
with serious consequences for students including harmful
stress, internalized failure, and the loss of curiosity/love for
learning.23 When “teaching to the test,” learning environments
are often characterized by direct instruction (lecture).24 This
situation has resulted in teachers committing the “twin sins” of
coverage and learning activities that lack depth.25 To cover
what’s being tested, teachers feel the need to push students
through the curriculum. While these efforts have provided
moderate improvements in crystallized intelligence
(knowledge and skills), they are failing to improve
performance in fluid intelligence (cognitive development that
enables creative problem solving).26 As a result, today’s
learning environments are not creating an environment which
prepare students to become the creative, innovative
collaborators the world needs.
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A Snapshot of Education Today
Educational theory is multifaceted
spanning philosophical, psychological,
social and biological fields. Its breadth
and depth are well beyond the scope of
this paper. That said, many thought
leaders in education have been
influenced by the research and writings
of John Dewey, Jean Piaget and
Benjamin Bloom and their protégés:
Their models form a theoretical basis for
many modern teaching practices.
Curriculum, delivery and assessment
utilize ideas that cross the models,
sometimes even in a single unit of
instruction.

Popular educational themes include:
- Collaborative Learning: Students
cooperate in learning experiences
- Constructivism: Knowledge and
meaning are based on experiences
- Critical Thinking: Deep analysis,
evaluation and synthesis
- Differentiated Instruction/
Personalized Learning: Address
diversity by knowing the individual
learner, collecting feedback and
providing targeted learning
experiences
- Inclusion: Integrating students with
special needs into general classrooms
Incubating Understanding

- Inquiry/Problem-Based Learning:
-

Putnam School, Boston 1892

Boston Public Library, Norman B. Leventhal Map Center. [PD-US]

Active learning initiated by questions/
problems; Teacher as facilitator
Learning Styles: Learning activities are
tuned to the style (visual-seeing,
visual-reading, auditory-verbal,
auditory-music, tactile-working, tactilewriting, etc)
Technology Integration: Applying
technology skills to learning and
problem-solving
Universal Design for Learning:
Learning experiences are accessible to
everyone

Schools are including many of these
ideas in their mission statements and
teacher professional development
activities. Ultimately, individual teachers
try to bring it all together in their
practice. Although research backs up
some impressive results, these ideas are
not producing the intended results:
National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP) metrics have been flat
for decades.27
Middle School Math Class, 2015
woodleywonderworks. Flickr. [CC BY]

Note: See the end of Appendix 2 for categorized references to the models on this page.
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A Snapshot of Education Today

Reshaping schools requires radically rethinking approaches to
learning experiences. The good news is that there is growing
support and recognition for this transformation.
A great example in the
United States is XQ: The
Super School Project. It
recognizes that while the
world is rapidly changing U.S.
High Schools have not kept
pace. The schools in XQ are
taking action, implementing
innovative approaches to
education design. They
Innovation Lab at Da Vinci RISE High,
an XQ Super School
collaborate with their
User Alleykatt123 on WikiMedia Commons [CC BY]
communities, take risks and
nurture diversity. In every XQ school students play an active
role in shaping their learning experiences. Eighteen schools in
communities across the U.S. tell their story on the XQ: The
Super School Project web site.
Big Picture Learning is another U.S. based effort initiated in
Providence, Rhode Island. Educational design centers around
small learning communities of 15 students called an advisory.
Students participate in situated learning through internships.
They call their process LTIs—which stands for Learning through
Interests and Internships. There are Big Picture programs and
academies in 24 states.
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Internationally, there’s a
diverse set of innovative
projects. The Sra Pou
Vocational School in
Cambodia focuses on
vocational knowledge
and skills, providing
spaces for both teaching
and entrepreneurs. The
school was built by hand
Sra Pou Vocational School
using local materials and
Sra Pou, Cambodia
by community members,
Credit: Architects Rudanko Kankkunen
making construction part
of the learning and community engagement processes.
The Ørestad Gymnasium in
Copenhagen, Denmark is
built around a large central
space without individual
classrooms. Instead of
traditional classes, students
engage in authentic
research on real problems,
connected to the outside
world. In this self-directed
learning setting students
transform knowledge into action.
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Ørestad Gymnasium
Copenhagen, Denmark
Wojtek Gurak on Flickr [CC BY-NC]
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Scoping Educational Systems, Models and Frameworks
Themes from educational research, theory and practice
provide a framework learning experiences can be scoped to.

Critical thinking

School systems are primarily concerned with developing
student’s knowledge and skills. Educators endeavor to
develop critical thinking: knowledge and how to analyze and
logically use it.

Active learning
To gain skills, students need to directly engage in activities.
The application of active learning includes basics like reading,
writing and mathematics. Progressive schools are embracing
experiential learning environments - for example problem or
inquiry-based learning. Many students want to be engaged
hands-on in authentic and personally experienced projects.

Transfer to new experiences
Knowledge and skills are only truly meaningful when
transferable to new situations. This ability is what schools are
shooting for when they say “We are preparing our students to
be college and career ready.” Transfer also operates at deeper
Incubating Understanding

emotional & sub-conscious levels. Schools are implementing
social-emotional-learning programs to help students develop
empathy. These programs are having positive impacts across a
spectrum of behaviors, such as reducing bullying and even
improving academic achievement.28

Development of metacognitive abilities

Self-awareness of one’s own learning processes, or
metacognition, has been linked to intelligence.29
Metacognitive abilities require self-knowledge, and manifest
when utilized to achieve a goal or objective. Like transfer,
these abilities operate at deeper levels: emotional selfawareness and self-control are pre-requisites to mindfulness.

Mindset for creativity
When students are intrinsically motivated they have a personal
stake in engagement and outcomes. In education terminology,
these students have set their own “mastery goals.” Motivation
applied from external sources includes grades, rewards,
performance evaluation of others and competition. Extrinsic
motivation puts students under pressure from external
“performance goals.” The research of Teresa Amabile and
many others has linked intrinsic motivation to creativity.30
Note: See the end of Appendix 2 for additional supporting references.
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Scoping Educational Systems, Models and Frameworks
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The themes identified above are interrelated: Learning involves dynamic interplay between them. The mindset for creativity
encompasses the other themes — it provides the sphere of influence where learning can take place. Each of the other themes can
be idealized as a field of influence in the learning process embedded within a greater whole: the creative mindset.
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Scoping Educational Systems, Models and Frameworks
How do current educational environments, frameworks and
experiences prepare young people to live in the boundaries
of Earth’s systems?

Michael Stone describes how ecoliteracy can be
integrated across both the curriculum and operation of
a school system.33

The book EarthEd: Rethinking Education on a Changing
Planet is a great place to start looking for answers. Each
chapter describes real world examples of educational
reform supporting learners as “sustainability
champions: those who are willing to boldly step out
of current realities and commit themselves to drive
social, political, economic and cultural change…”31

lls
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Ski

In the first chapter Erik Assadourin presents a framework for
“Earth Education Core Principles (EarthCore).”32 Earthdependence, the idea “that humanity as a species and as a
civilization (in all of its cultural variations), is completely and
utterly dependent on the Earth,” is the basis of the framework.
The foundation of this understanding begins with empathy for
the natural world. In Chapter 2, David Sobel describes the
importance of nurturing relationships with the natural world at
a young age. He describes success of this approach in
embedding young children in forest schools instead of
classrooms. In Chapter 4 Melissa K. Nelson describes how
ideas from indigenous education support nature as teacher.

Life

Two key strategies for addressing the effects of
climate change are mitigation and adaptation.
Both require strong social and emotional
skills. The first two levels of the EarthEd
framework, Earth-dependence and
Interdependence, are critical in nurturing
these abilities.

Psychologist Steven Schein in his book A New
Psychology for Sustainability Leadership
interviewed 75 senior level executives known
for sustainability leadership. The majority
described life experiences in nature that
shaped their ecological worldview. These
included early childhood experiences in
nature and environmental education
(and the memorable teachers and
mentors that enabled them).34 This
underscores the importance of
early and consistent exposure
to nature in education.
The importance of instilling empathy in young people
presented in Daniel Kriesberg’s book Think Green, Take
Action. In his view empathy and emotional connections build a
developmental foundation: Empathy for nature must come
first. He defines two more stages: Understanding and Action,
aligned with the child’s ongoing development of an ecological
worldview. The book provides a diverse set of active learning
exercises designed for outdoor learning spaces.35
Unfortunately research shows that current learning
experiences are not contributing to learner empathy.
Interpersonal Reactivity Index assessments of college students
since the late 1970s reveal a significant decline in empathy
accompanied by an increase in narcissism.36
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Scoping Educational Systems, Models and Frameworks
Interdependence is the next principle in the EarthEd
framework. The starting point is improving how we
treat one another, or social intelligence. Marvin
Berkowitz describes the success of character
education in Ridgewood Middle School in Arnold,
Missouri. The school had serious behavioral and
academic issues. School leaders Kristen Pelster and
Tim Crutchley diagnosed the problem: Students didn’t
feel anyone cared. Pelster and Crutchley made caring an
integral part of the school and the curriculum. They engaged
students in activities that mattered, such as reading their
stories to younger students in elementary schools, and
collaborating with a local church to build a nature trail. They
invited students to author their own honor code and evaluate
their peers. They created an open school policy and
encouraged parents to participate in the school. Actively
engaging students, parents and teachers in the process was
essential. This collaboration has yielded impressive results
decreasing disciplinary referrals by over 70%, improving
academic performance and dropping the failure rate to zero.
Caring makes the environment personal - and therefore is a
pre-requisite for “personalized learning.”37

Interdependence requires being able to live together
peacefully and respectfully. Educators of the Escuela Nueva
movement in Colombia created a program called convivencia,
or the “art of living together.” In it, children work in small
groups. The teacher acts as facilitator rather than instructor.
Through a democratic process, students learn to cooperate
and to negotiate differences. This extends beyond the
classroom: Students share responsibilities for maintaining and
Incubating Understanding

managing the school.34 Similarly, in Sudbury Valley
Schools, trust and responsibility naturally emerge from
the democratic learning environment. In this setting
each person is responsible for his or her own
education. Activities are entirely self-directed and selfchosen by students. Graduates of this school perform
quite well after they graduate.38

Because the difficult sustainability challenges ahead will
require new ideas and approaches, EarthEd places creativity
as the next layer in their framework of principles. In his book
Free to Learn psychologist Peter Gray articulates why play is
critical for developing creativity — and that our education
systems are designed to eliminate, not encourage play:
“Today most people think of childhood and schooling
as indelibly entwined. We identify children by their
grade in school. We automatically think of learning as
work, which children must be forced to do in special
workplaces, schools, modeled after factories. All this
seems completely normal to us, because we see it
everywhere. We rarely stop to think about how new and
unnatural this all is in the larger context of human
evolution and how it emerged from a bleak period in
our history that was marked by child labor and beliefs in
children’s innate sinfulness. We have forgotten that
children are designed by nature to learn through selfdirected play and exploration, and so, more and more,
we deprive them of the freedom to learn, subjecting
them instead to the tedious and painfully slow learning
methods devised by those that run schools.”39
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Scoping Educational Systems, Models and Frameworks
Consider this mapping of Gray’s five characteristics of play40 to themes in education identified above:

Play is self-chosen and self-directed

Development of metacognitive abilities

The means are more valued than the ends

Active learning

Structure and rules emanate
from minds of players

Critical thinking

Imaginative, non-literal, mentally separated
from “real” or “serious” life

Transfer to new experiences

Active, alert but non-stressed state of mind

Mindset for creativity

Gray’s 5 Characteristics of Play

Educational Themes

Incubating Understanding
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Scoping Educational Systems, Models and Frameworks
+SKILLS

-PLAY

+EMPATHY FOR OTHERS

+UNDERSTANDING SELF

+PLAY
+KNOWLEDGE

Learning geometry (own work)

The educational themes are grounded in underlying abilities: Activity in Skills, Transfer in Empathy, Critical Thinking in Knowledge,
Metacognition in Understanding of Self, and Creative Mindset in Play. Fields of influence can be visualized on a coordinate system:
A geometry of learning. Skills, Empathy, Knowledge and Understanding development are plotted in two-dimensions and Play is
plotted in along a Z axis. Values for Skills, Empathy, Knowledge and Understanding in any given situation are positioned (e.g. on a
relative scale of 0 to 5). The Play axis values span can be positive or negative: negative values indicate “not play” and a lack of
engagement (which unfortunately plagues many schools today). Positive values of Play are associated with joy and peace of mind.
Negative values are associated with boredom, discomfort and sometimes pain.
Incubating Understanding
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Scoping Educational Systems, Models and Frameworks
The learning geometry could be applied by creating rules for its application to an individual learner:
Relative values for skills, empathy, knowledge and understanding are estimated and plotted, revealing
where a learning activity is focused. Then learning experiences can be individualized, motivating learners
engage in the activity. For example:
1. Specify initial values. The total for Skills + Empathy + Knowledge + Understanding cannot exceed 12.
Activity: Forest Ecology Field Trip
Skills

4

Empathy

2

Knowledge

5

Understanding

1

2. The initial values for the learning activity are plotted in the 2D learning geometry. The quadrant(s)
with greatest area is used to orient the Play z-axis and therefore the activity’s initial focus. In this
example, the activity initially emphasizes the Empathy/Knowledge quadrant.

3. Engagement is measured by evaluating the level of play: An individual learner’s enjoyment (or
intrinsic motivation) in Skills, Empathy, Knowledge, and Understanding dimensions of the activity.
In this example, the learner enjoys and is intrinsically motivated by in the understanding/skills aspects
of the activity (visually represented in red using a spherical heat map).

4. These observations are used to adjust and optimize the activity’s focus for an individual learner. In
this example, more emphasis is placed on Skills and Understanding aspects of the activity. The
learner is now more likely to engage, learn and retain value from the activity.
By meeting learners where their motivations lie, learning activities facilitate a mindset in tune with
creative abilities, setting the stage for innovation & collaboration.

Incubating Understanding
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Education as a Design Problem

Design, like education, has a multitude
Another approach that focuses on
“If
I
were
given
one
hour
to
save
of philosophies, frameworks and
student learning experiences from an
the planet, I would spend 59
educator’s perspective is Understanding
practices. Designing and learning are
by Design. Written by and for educators,
similar in that these activities are
minutes defining the problem
this book promotes a method the
practiced broadly outside of formal
and
one
minute
resolving
it.”
authors refer to as “backward design.”
professions. One does not have to be a
Similar to Design Thinking, the authors
student to be a learner, and one does
— Albert Einstein
propose that educators start the design
not have to be a designer to be
process by establishing a deeper
engaged in design. Abilities to learn and
understanding. They propose that “big ideas” and “essential
to design are deeply rooted in human development — The
questions” should drive the rest of the design process. By their
human ability to learn is linked with communicating through
definition the deeper understanding represented in a big idea
language and the ability to design with toolmaking and
is a conceptual lens — An understanding distills what is
building. The ethos of both spring from why and how we
important and essential. The authors make an excellent case
create and use information. They make us human.
for getting to the heart of the subject before designing
There are many ways design can be applied to education.
assessments or specific learning plans. The essence of the
Teaching design methods can form the basis of a curriculum
backward design strategy is as follows:
(e.g. studying architecture or graphic design). Design also
- Identify Desired Results
informs curriculum, learning spaces, processes and system
- Determine Acceptable Evidence of Learning
goals/policies. An example of the latter is IDEO’s Design
- Plan Learning Experiences and Instruction
Thinking Toolkit for Educators. It provides guidance and
examples, applying human centered, iterative design
The Understanding by Design approach is comprehensive
processes to education reform. However, it does not endeavor
and recognizes the importance of empathy and selfto explain how a teacher might use the approach directly with
knowledge as critical to deeper understanding.43
students. Instead its focus in on professional use by teachers,
The Theory of Inventive Problem Solving, or TRIZ, has
staff and leadership.41 However, ideas from Design Thinking
application in teaching and learning. In the paper “Invention
have certainly been applied to the curriculum. For example,
of Knowledge in TRIZ-based Education” authors from Siberian
Birkdale Intermediate School in Auckland New Zealand uses
Federal University in the Russian Federation describe
Quests, their problem-based learning framework, extensively
application of TRIZ design principles to the study of literature,
in the curriculum.42
mathematics, history, physics, chemistry and biology.44
Incubating Understanding
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Education as a Design Problem

The TRIZ approach to mapping benefits, functions and
solutions could also be applied broadly to education
systems. Using ideas from education models and
frameworks outlined above, the primary benefit of an
education system could be defined as creative, innovative
and collaborative individuals. A function to get this benefit is
“students finding joy in what they do.” The diagram to the
right illustrates potential solutions and systems that would
support this benefit and function.
TRIZ principles also align with the creative mindset enabled
by play. For example, the TRIZ concept of ideality, where
anything is possible, and the TRIZ shortcut of using "smart
little people” are both very playful.45
A final example of applying concepts from the world of
design to education is outlined in the paper “The Potential of
Christopher Alexander’s Theory and Practice of Wholeness:
Clues for Developing an Educational Taxonomy,” authored by
educators Reinhard Bauer and Peter Baumgartner at Danube
University Krems. They propose transferring design pattern
concepts from architecture and software engineering to
education. Specifically, they investigate how Alexander’s
fifteen properties of living centers and concept of wholeness
can be used to formulate an educational taxonomy. They
relate design patterns to the sequence of activities in the “ball
bearing method,” a technique used in classroom group
exercises.46
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Benefit: Creative, Innovative, Collaborative Individuals
How?

Why?

Function: Students find joy in what they do
How?

Solutions

Why?

Freedom to
choose for oneself
How?

Systems

How?

Why?

Active engagement
with others in a
playful atmosphere
How?

Student Run Schools

Active learning in a flexible,
non-judgemental setting

How?

Why?
Actions that lead
to a sense of
accomplishment
How?

Experiences connect with
what learners value as
relevant and important

Mapping the benefits (own work)

The remainder of this paper explores new ways to improve
K-12 learning systems: Using the research and analysis
outlined above as context and scope, a biomimetic design
process will look to life for new insights and solutions.
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Biomimicry, Solving Challenges with Inspiration from Nature
“Biomimicry is learning from and then emulating natural forms,
processes, and ecosystems to create more sustainable
designs.”47 Biomimicry 3.8 has developed frameworks
and resources for designers, scientists and
engineers. Their tools can unlock
secrets to developing innovative
and adaptive design solutions.
Before delving into the
application of biomimetic
design principles to
learning systems, a
brief overview is
warranted.

Life provides millions of design solutions that have evolved
over 3.85 billion years. People that practice biomimicry, or
biomimics, seek to understand and learn from this vast
repository. Biomimicry builds upon design
methodologies, frameworks and
processes: It complements the
design approaches to
education outlined above.

Like modern
education
frameworks,
biomimicry
emphasizes
inquiry-based
learning… but our
teacher and mentor
is nature. In
biomimetic design,
designers ask “What
would nature do here?”48

Biomimicry 3.8 has
codified life’s wisdom
into Life’s Principles,
a scoping and
evaluation tool for
biomimetic
design. These
principles are tied
to a deeper lifeinspired purposes.
By applying them,
design follows the
same mandates
driving evolution and
survival in living
systems:49

Biomimicry 3.8 Life’s Principles and Earth’s Operating Conditions49 encompassed by Janine Benyus’ Nature’s Survival Principles50
Incubating Understanding
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Biomimicry, Solving Challenges with Inspiration from Nature
Biomimicry 3.8 developed design spirals — visual tools
representing biomimicry thinking as process. This visual map
illustrates the path that will be pursued in the design
challenge: developing a biomimetic educational framework.

The challenge of building an educational environment will be
approached optimistically. After examining exactly what the
ideal design should do, natural models will be explored,
emulated and evaluated.

Illustration courtesy of Biomimicry 3.8 (formerly Biomimicry Guild) [CC BY].
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Biomimicry, Solving Challenges with Inspiration from Nature
The first objective is to identify the functions that we want to
improve, replace or redesign. This process requires looking at
the learning environment as a complex system. A rich set of
tools and frameworks are available for systems thinking. In this
analysis the “Theory for Inventive Problem Solving” or TRIZ will
be applied to distilling functions. Two primary classroom
functions will be identified, which have been neglected and
inhibited in today’s learning environments:
• Nurturing Creativity
• Motivating Optimal Performance
With a clear understanding of what we want the design to do,
the next stage in the biomimicry process is translating
functions into biology.
K-12 schools operate at levels of scale in both space and time:
•

•

•

A school district is part of a larger picture. Public schools
are part of larger state and national systems. Every school
organization is embedded in its unique community.
School districts are divided into multiple school buildings,
where each building commonly focuses on students
grouped by age. Each building is called a school.
Inside every school building students are grouped into
grades and classes. Teachers are associated with particular
classes and grades. Inside individual classrooms students
are informally sub-grouped by teachers into workgroups.
Each student and teacher are individual members of the
classroom environment.

Incubating Understanding

Biology also works at many levels of scale. Three scales in
biology will be translated to learning environments:
• Ecosystem
• Organism
• Cellular
In biology the systems above operate across an immense
timescale: From moment to moment metabolism, life cycles,
and evolutionary development. Likewise, in a school there are
learning moments, learning cycles and longterm development. How functions operate and interact across different
timescales should also be considered.
While translating functions, the exploration below discovers
natural models that exemplify those functions in biology,
where the richness of biology provides new insights into the
design problem. Patterns in both structure and process
emerge. Because learning environments are social, particular
attention will be paid to strategies driving behaviors in the
systems explored.
Informed by insights gained through explorations of
biological systems, innovative design patterns for learning
systems are identified. By emulating nature’s strategies the
behaviors driving biology can be applied. Because education
is a complex system, strategies need to be adapted in an
intentional process shaping and evolving the learning system’s
behaviors.
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Distill: Learning Functions

Before continuing in the biomimetic design process, a recap
of the design challenge’s context and scope are in order.
The context for the challenge is current education systems.
Schools are organized like assembly lines where students are
processed by age/grade level, the curriculum is silo’d into
subject area and student schedules are dictated by bells.
Recent trends make heavy use of standardized
testing which is being used to homogenize the
school’s output of “career and college ready
graduates.” These practices impact the climate
and social conditions that learning occurs within.22
On the other side of this balance, theorists,
psychologists , educationalists and researchers
have deepened our understanding of effective
teaching and learning practices. Progressive
schools are integrating these ideas and positive
results achieved back up the research. Earlier in this
paper we proposed that educational models and frameworks
can be visualized in a learning geometry defining a functional
space: Knowledge and Skills on the Y-axis, Empathy and
Understanding on the X-axis and Play (enablement of a
creative mindset) as a third dimension. By developing across
these dimensions learners become more creative, innovative
and collaborative. We will explore how these dimensions
correlate with functions in biology across three levels of scale:
cellular, organism and ecosystem.

Incubating Understanding

The skills and knowledge dimension is well represented in the
current educational climate outlined above. However,
education systems today largely ignore the dimensions of
empathy and deep understanding of self. In other words, the
climate in today’s education systems is one dimensional.
Schools may talk about the empathy-understanding
dimension, but in day-to-day practice only knowledge and
skills development are emphasized. The third dimension of
play is largely absent: School is equated with work,
passing tests, and progressing through grade levels.
Concepts from design frameworks are better adapted
to the proposed learning geometry. In particular,
design frameworks emphasize the development of a
creative mindset through play-like activities. A
designer’s creativity and innovation open up when
approached in a playful manner. This sits in stark
contrast to today’s “teach to the test” mentality where the
primary function is developing skills and knowledge to
improve test-taking performance.
That said, there is also growing support for cultivating
creativity, innovation, and problem solving in education. For
example, Design Thinking and the Understanding by Design
framework are trending in education. However, K-12 schools
are struggling to change without making large investments.
Life is extremely resource efficient, always accomplishing more
with less. What can we learn from living systems to inform a
creative and efficient solution to today’s K-12 educational
design challenge?
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Distill: Learning Functions
Creativity

Optimal Performance
Inhibit

Neglect
Facilitate

Social Experiences

Classroom Experiences

Provides the basis for
Facilitate

Engage

Segregate

Teachers

Define

Inhibit

Know
Students
Measures

Testing Experiences
Emphasize

Create

Create
Dislike

Motivates

Prescribe

Deliver
Limits the creativity of

Content
Key
Useful action

Minimum Achievement

Useful actions that are insuﬃcient
Useful actions that are excessive

Functional Map of Current Learning Systems (own work)

Harmful Actions
System Component

Environmental
Component

Deeper functional analysis is required before seeking inspiration from living systems. Actions that are harmful, excessive or
inefficient can be identified using TRIZ.51 The system presented below provides a system snapshot of a typical school optimized for
high stakes standards-based testing and assessments. As shown there are numerous opportunities to reduce harm, excess or
better address needs.
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Distill: Learning Functions
In the diagram above “neglect” and “inhibit” negatively impact creativity and optimal performance, prime benefits we need the
system to deliver! These harms desperately need to be turned into benefits if we want the system to develop students as creative,
innovative and collaborative individuals. “Testing Experiences” have been broadened to “Awareness Experiences” meaning a
broader framework for assessment than the current regimen of standardized testing. Importantly, school experiences must deliver
functional benefits both individually and socially.
How can we transform classroom experiences so that they nurture instead of neglect creativity? How can we motivate students to
optimize performance through innovation and collaboration? Identifying ideal functions focuses our attention on where to focus
when seeking inspiration from biology.

Creativity

Optimal Performance

Motivate

Nurture

Support

Social Experiences

Classroom Experiences
Facilitate
Engage

Link

Teachers

Define

Inform

Know
Stimulate

Students

Brings joy to

Value
Create
Benefit

Awareness Experiences
Discourage

Arouse curiosity for

Minimum Achievement
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Create

Expedite
Innervates

Innervates

Content

Idealized Learning Systems Map (own work)
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Translate and Discover: Inspirations from Biology
Analogous functions from biology can be explored across
three levels of scale: Cellular, Organism and Ecosystem. All are
complex adaptive systems: systems in which an understanding
of the individual parts does not convey an understanding of
the whole system's behavior. Like education, these systems
consist of multiple agents that interact and adapt or learn.52
Scale was selected because schools operate at levels of scale:
in classes, in schools and in context of the school’s community.

in the presence of the correct material, such as a stimulus from
the external environment. In other words, DNA does not
encode the “what” of life, but “with what.” Cellular processes
cannot exist without the environment within which they are
present.54 Sensing at the boundary, amplifying signals, and
transcribing them into action are therefore critical functions for
optimizing performance.

At the cellular scale, how do cells create? As outlined above,
cell maintenance, growth and reproduction are outcomes
At the cellular scale, how do cells optimize responses to the
driven by cellular metabolism functions. The assembly of
environments in which they exist? Cells have transmembrane
proteins as a response to the environment is a key function
proteins called receptors which sense external signals and
providing the basis for cell growth, a process of creation.
initiate internal signals via biochemical reactions. These
Organisms can also creatively nurture their environment. A
signaling pathways are called signal transduction cascades
biological term for environmental modification by organisms is
and they usually amplify the message. Receptor activation can
“niche construction” and “includes the metabolic,
also trigger the synthesis of second messengers, mediating
physiological, and behavioral activities of organisms, as well as
short and long term responses in the cell. Signaling induces
their choices.”55 Both growth and niche construction are key
cellular processes including cellular metabolism, function or
development. Cells respond to numerous signals in parallel,
functions driving development across evolutionary timescales:
and points of intersection exist in the signaling pathways.
Early unicellular organisms tailored their own external
Through this process cells continuously integrate information
environments, giving rise to changes in the Earth’s
from the external environment.53
atmosphere, causing selection pressures which in turn
generated greater diversity. Niche construction is an example
Inside the cell new proteins are generated by the process
of exaptation, where negentropic properties create
of protein synthesis, required for every cell’s proper
niches.56 Both growth and niche construction can only
function and development. Most descriptions of this
exist within context of the environment. Cells create by
process begin with transcription, where RNA is
growth responses and niche construction, and both are
synthesized from a DNA template (gene expression).
entangled with the environment in which they exist.
This results in the common misunderstanding that DNA
Perhaps life’s properties are the natural result of this
is a blueprint for life. Instead DNA’s genome is
recursive, self-sensing context?
Metaphase stage of cell division.
more like a set of tools that do their job when
Credit: George von Dassow/Victoria Foe /Bill Bement .
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Translate and Discover: Inspirations from Biology
Organism

Challenge

Strategy

Function

Reference

What is the
organism?

What challenge must it address?

How does the organism
address this challenge?

Why does the organism need this strategy?

More information?

Amoeba

Sensing its environment to move
to nutrients and away from
threats

Chemotaxis: Sensations
are processed through
multiple transmembrane
receptors

To adapt and grow, amoebas must sense and
respond to their environment.
Represented in the Biomimicry Taxonomy as:
▶ Group: Process Information
▶ Sub-Group: Sense Signals
• Function: Sense chemicals.

Willard, S. et al. (2006),
“Signaling pathways mediating
chemotaxis in the social
amoeba, Dictyostelium
discoideum” (European Journal
of Cell Biology, vol 85)

Protozoa

Sensing its forces in the
environment to maintain shape

Interactions between
proteins to form a
mechanosensory system
that dynamically returns
cells to optimal shape

Cell shape is critically important during mitosis.
Represented in the Biomimicry Taxonomy as:
▶ Group: Protect from Physical Harm
▶ Sub-Group: Manage Structural Forces
• Function: Manage Shear, Tension,
Turbulence, Compression.

Efflar, J, et al. (2007), “A
Mechanosensory System
Controls Cell Shape Changes
During Mitosis” (Cell Cycle 6:1)

Bacteria

Storing energy to power cellular
metabolism

Chemiosmosis: Diffusion of
ions across a semipermeable membrane
during cellar respiration

To store energy for use within the cell.
Represented in the Biomimicry Taxonomy as:
▶ Group: Get, store, or distribute resources
▶ Sub-Group: Store
• Function: Store Energy. Endosymbiosis
(niche construction) in evolution.56

(2009), “Respiration,
chemiosmosis and oxidative
phosphorylation” (Georgia Tech
Biology, accessed here
10-25-2017)

Yeast

Change internal behaviors based
on external concentration of
nutrients

Diverse phosphorylation of
Pho4 (yeast transcription
factor) based on dynamic
environmental conditions

Balance internal metabolism with changing
environmental conditions.
Represented in the Biomimicry Taxonomy as:
▶ Group: Process Information
▶ Sub-Group: Process signals
• Function: Respond to signals.

(2003) “A Single Protein in Yeast
Can Fine-Tune an Environmental
Response” (PLoS Biol1(2): e47.
https://doi.org/10.1371/
journal.pbio.0000047)

Cell: Biomimicry Taxonomies
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Translate and Discover: Inspirations from Biology
Above, growth and niche construction are proposed as key
drivers behind creativity. Sentient organisms use their abilities
to think to optimize use of resources and shape their
environments.57 Humanity exemplifies how powerful these
functions can become: They have driven human development
from hunter-gathers into a super-organism with global
impacts. Humanity's thoughts and actions have evolved
cultures and technologies, driving growth and environmental
change to unsustainable levels.

Any exploration of human creativity and performance should
therefore include investigations in cognitive neuroscience, and
how neurobiology has evolved thinking behaviors. By better
understanding cognition, we may gain insights on how
learning could be better aligned with life’s principles.
Consciousness is explored as an emergent property of biology
in Antonio Damsio’s book, The Feeling of What Happens:
Body and Emotion in the Making of Consciousness. Damasio
hypothesizes that the origins of consciousness can be traced
back to single cellular organisms as the “unconscious urge to
stay alive.” Brains permit this urge to be
regulated more effectively and “at some
Urge to
point in evolution, knowingly.”57
survive and
reproduce

Damasio proposes that the sense of self is
dynamic and constructed from moment
to moment. It emerges from the state of
the organism and is therefore a construction emerging from underlying
biological functions.58 He correlates the
development of self with evolution and
Incubating Understanding

Proto-self
Core Consciousness
Core Self
Extended Consciousness
Autobiographical Self

structures in the brain and nervous system starting with the
proto-self: “a coherent collection of neural patterns which
map, moment by moment, the state of the physical structure of
the organism in its many dimensions.”59

The re-representation of the nonconscious proto-self is the
basis of what Damasio calls core self. It is a feeling that results
when the proto-self is abstracted into an account, or “wordless
story” describing a relationship between the proto-self and the
sensorimotor maps of the object that cause change. When
these fleeting moments of knowledge are remembered and
related to past memories the development of an autobiographical self begins to emerge. Combined the proto and
core self create a pulse of core consciousness, a “feeling of
knowing” or the germination of consciousness.60
Core consciousness precedes and interlocks with what
Damasio calls “extended consciousness” - where an
autobiographical self is connected to the past and anticipated
future. Damasio associates these functions with evolutionary
advantages — particularly an ability to respond to novel
situations by exercising forethought and
imagination.61 These functions are
therefore essential for optimal
Regulation
Reaction
Background Emotion
performance in a dynamic and complex
Continuity
environment. Like the preceding cellular
Purposeful Behavior
Primary Emotion
example nested, interrelated systems are
Memory of Self
Decision Making
Secondary Emotion
integrated. Consciousness is an emergent
property that develops in any sufficiently
complex biological organism.61

Mapping Consciousness Levels to Functions
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Translate and Discover: Inspirations from Biology
Daniel Levitin’s book, This is Your Brain on Music, offers a
discourse on musical creativity from a cognitive neuroscience
perspective. He explores the neurobiological basis for playing
and listening to music. When playing an instrument, the
cerebellum and brainstem, primitive structures, and higher
cognitive systems including the motor cortex and frontal lobes
are all engaged.62 Even non-musicians are capable of recalling
the tempo of a song they know with 96% accuracy, most likely
made possible by the cerebellum where other timekeeping
functions reside.63 Music cognition of consonance and
dissonance begins in brain stem and the dorsal cochlear
nucleus, very primitive brain structures that all vertebrates
have.64 Similar to Damasio’s research, Levitin illustrates how
nested and interconnected neurological systems enable
human perception and behavior.
Music is processed in parallel beginning with low-level
processes that decompose information. The
information represented is handled by discrete
neural circuits and structures. Cognition of
music occurs via bottom-up processing, where
signals are coordinated into information.65
Simultaneously high-level processing in
more advanced parts of our brain occurs,
integrating low-level elements into
inferences and expectations, creating a
perceptual whole.66
Similar to language learning, our
understanding of the basic structural
elements of music is formed in early
Incubating Understanding

childhood.67 The learned musical system is interpreted like
language. Levitin writes, “Music for the developing brain is a
form of play, an exercise that invokes higher-level integrative
processes that nurture exploratory competence, preparing a
child to eventually explore generative language development
through babbling, and ultimately more complex linguistic and
paralinguistic productions.”68
Our brains embellish music by establishing relationships and
setting expectations. This is supported by the generalization of
perception into standard situations, which Levitin refers to as
schemas.69
Our brains place perceptions in the schema through
categorization and conceptualization. The process is
subjective: It is a fuzzy network with no hard definitions or
boundaries.70 By extension our brains identify certain
instances in a category as prototypes. Categories and
prototypes are perceived in context.71 Extensive
research by cognitive psychologist Roger
Shepherd shows that the perception of
prototypes has an evolutionary basis: The
ability to perceive similarities and differences
invokes higher-order cognitive processes.72
Social bonding and cohesion have also been
proposed as evolutionary drivers for human
development of music.73 When we listen to
music the combined sensation experienced
is not a mirror-like reflection of reality, but a
constructed, internal model we create.74

Context, Category and Prototype
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Translate and Discover: Inspirations from Biology
In the learning geometry proposed above, empathy
plays an important role. The Age of Empathy, a book by
Dutch primatologist and ethologist Frans de Waal,
explores the question “Why did natural selection design
our brains so that we’re in tune with our fellow human
beings, feeling distress at their distress and pleasure at
their pleasure?”75

Like Damasio’s perspective on consciousness and
Levitin’s on music, de Waal tells us empathy is deeply
connected to our bodies (and by extension intimately
integrated with neurobiology). Empathy is rooted in
synchronous behaviors: “running when others run, laughing
when others laugh, crying when others cry, or yawning
when others yawn.”76
Through our bodies we appreciate the environment and
make social connections with one another. The concept of
embodied cognition allows us to “re-create what we have
seen others do.” This synchronicity is much deeper than
mimicry. It has an emotional, bonding effect77 and bodily
connections come before understanding.78 Mirror neurons,
the biological basis for empathy, have been “hailed as being
of the same monumental importance to psychology as the
discovery of DNA has been for biology.”79 In contrast,
competition closes the door on empathy both in primates
and humans. It can even drive wild chimps to kill one
another.80

With empathy behavior precedes understanding, another
bottom-up design. The behaviors associated with empathy,
which are largely automatic, foreshadow sympathy. This bears
a striking resemblance to how we learn language and music.81
This “preconcern” is the basis that learning and intelligence
can build upon, developing into sympathy.82
Actual concern goes further: It is a two-tiered process of both
emotion and understanding.83 Doris Bischof-Köhler, a
German psychologist and social scientist has
correlated prosocial behaviors with mirror selfrecognition, supporting a co-emergence hypothesis.84
Primates that pass the mirror test also possess von Economo
neurons, long spindly structures that make interconnections
deep within the brain. Interestingly, similar neurons occur in
dolphins, whales and elephants. All have the unique ability of
self-recognition.85
A sense of fairness is reflected in both phylogeny and
ontogeny. Children’s strong reaction to perceived unfairness is
reflected in the the egalitarianism of hunter-gatherers.86
These behaviors probably evolved because cooperation
also prevents others taking advantage of you. These
reactions are also reflected in animal behavior and
have deep roots in evolutionary history.87"

Von Economo spindle neuron illustration
Incubating Understanding
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Translate and Discover: Inspirations from Biology
Organism

Challenge

Strategy

Function

Reference

What is the
organism?

What challenge must it address?

How does the organism
address this challenge?

Why does the organism need this strategy?

More information?

Monkey

Learning to optimize body
movement

Cross-functional
distributed processing
through a continuously
interacting network that
creates an internal image
of the body

To use the body in complex behaviors.
Represented in the Biomimicry Taxonomy as:
▶ Group: Process Information
▶ Sub-Group: Learn
• Function: Learn how to move by watching
others.

Shokur, S. et al., (2013)
“Expanding the primate body
schema in sensorimotor
cortex by virtual touches of
an avatar” (Proceedings of
the National Academy of
Sciences, vol. 110 no. 37)

Chimpanzee

Learning to recognize individual
faces

Distributed cortical
network for face
processing

To develop relationships, cooperative networks,
and stable hierarchies.
Represented in the Biomimicry Taxonomy as:
▶ Group: Process Information
▶ Sub-Group: Learn
• Function: Learn how to recognize others.

Parr et al., (2009) “Face
Processing in the
Chimpanzee Brain” (Current
Biology 19)

Human

Group adaptation in a
challenging and changing
environment

Cognition of music

To support social bonding and cohesion as an
adaptive strategy for group survival.
Represented in the Biomimicry Taxonomy as:
▶ Group: Process Information
▶ Sub-Group: Process Signals
• Function: Respond to Signals.

Levitin, D. (2006) This Is Your
Brain on Music, (Dutton by
Penguin Group, USA), 252

Primates,
cetaceans &
elephants

Establishing and maintaining
group synergy through empathy,
understanding and intuition

Providing fast connections
between widely separated
brain areas (via von
economo neurons)

To support self-awareness and social cognitive
abilities as adaptive strategies.
Represented in the Biomimicry Taxonomy as:
▶ Group: Maintain Community
▶ Sub-Group: Coordinate
• Function: Coordinate by self-organization.

De Wall, F. (2009) The Age of
Empathy: Nature’s Lessons
for a Kinder Society (Crown/
Archetype. Kindle Edition),
124

Organism: Biomimicry Taxonomies
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Translate and Discover: Inspirations from Biology
At the scale of ecosystems, biology has much to teach us. In a
healthy ecosystem biology and the physical environment are
cross linked into a complex, adaptive system. An ecosystem’s
structure is recursively nested, from the entire biosphere to
deep ocean microhabitats. Their dynamism, resilience and
diversity is built upon balancing loops of energy and nutrients.
Peter Wohlleben’s book, The Hidden Life of Trees88 articulates
many inspirations by examining forest ecosystems.
In a forest most trees of the same species growing
near one another are connected through their
roots. They exchange nutrients and help one
another. They function as an interconnected superorganism similar to ant colonies. Among other
reasons, trees do so to co-create a consistent, local
environment moderating temperature, humidity
and the flow of water.89 Trees in forests cooperate
because their well-being depends on community.

Virgin Beech Forest
WikiMedia User:Lichinga [CC BY-SA]

Wohlleben hypothesizes trees communicate: Acacia trees give
off warning gasses signaling other trees of the same species
when being attacked by giraffes.90 Some species detect saliva
of specific attacking insects and respond by releasing
pheromones to attract predator insects.91 They can also signal
each other by sending chemical and electrical impulses
through fungal networks connected to their roots.92 In
contrast, farm fields are silent and have lost their ability to
communicate and are easy targets for insects.93
Trees make use of ambient energy. They create their own
structures with sunlight, water and soil. They use wind for
reproduction. Performing these functions requires a sense of
Incubating Understanding

time. For example, male and female spruce trees open their
blossoms a few days apart to increase the chances of crosspollination.94 Mother trees support slow-growth of their
young. They don’t allow much light to penetrate their canopy,
but trickle nutrients to the saplings trough their roots.95 Slow
growth makes the saplings stronger because their inner wood
cells contain almost no air. This structure also contributes to
resistance to attack by unfriendly fungi.96
Wohlleben hypothesizes trees learn: Trees have their
own rules and etiquette. They strive to grow straight
with orderly, tightly packed wood fibers. Roots
should stretch evenly in all directions.97 Following
rules makes trees stable and resistant to weather and
gravity.98 Sometimes trees break rules to adapt, but
the consequence is less stability.99 Trees can learn
from bad behavior. For example, being more thrifty
with their growth even when water is plentiful.100

Trees form partnerships with fungi to increase root surface
area. Fungal networks connect trees facilitating exchange both
nutrients and information.101 The fungi take their share of
resources and can even direct the tree’s growth to their
advantage.102 Fungi can influence the diversity of the forest. A
more diverse forest is more stable, and this benefits their
survival, and by extension the whole forest.103
We know less about life in the soil than we do about life on the
ocean floor.104 It is incredibly diverse. “There are more life
forms in a handful of forest soil than there are people on the
planet.”105 Forest ecosystems depend upon the stability
created through connectedness and diversity.106
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Organism

Challenge

Strategy

Function

Reference

What is the
organism?

What challenge must it address?

How does the organism
address this challenge?

Why does the organism need this strategy?

More information?

Ectomycorrhizal
fungi (EcM)

Shared survival
(host and organism)

Create a mutually
beneficial network
aiding host survival in
adverse conditions while
simultaneously providing
nutrients to the organism

To grow, adapt and evolve healthy root systems
and that provide conduits for the sharing of
nutrients.
Represented in the Biomimicry Taxonomy as:
▶ Group: Maintain Community
▶ Sub-Groups: Cooperate
• Functions: Cooperate between different
species and within an ecosystem

Dighton, J. (2009)
"Mycorrhizae" (Encyclopedia
of Microbiology), 153-162

Trees

Survive through drought

Trees learn to be more
frugal with water when
they survive through
drought

To support survival under dynamic conditions.
Represented in the Biomimicry Taxonomy as:
▶ Group: Process Information
▶ Sub-Group: Learn
• Functions: Learn from experience

Wohlleben, P. (2016) The
Hidden Life of Trees
(Greystone Books,
Vancouver/Berkeley, Kindle
Edition), Kindle position 571

Soil microbial
community

Optimize ecosystem function

Plant diversity increases
resource availability in soil,
which in turn increases
carbon and nitrogen
cycling to benefit plants

To support a thriving community.
Represented in the Biomimicry Taxonomy as:
▶ Group: Maintain Community
▶ Sub-Group: Provide Ecosystem Services
• Functions: Regulate hydrological flows;
Generate fertility; Detoxification; Maintain
Diversity

Zak, D., et al., (2003) “Plant
Diversity, Soil Microbial
Communities, and Ecosystem
Function: Are there any
links?” (Ecology), 2042–2050

Acacia Tree

Discourage browsing by
herbavores

Emitting ethylene to signal
nearby trees of impending
danger

To communicate dangers; Protecting one
another
Represented in the Biomimicry Taxonomy as:
▶ Group: Protect from Physical Harm
▶ Sub-Group: Protect from Living Threats
• Functions: Protect from animals

Hughes, S. (1990) “Antelope
activate the acacia’s alarm
system” (New Scientist,
Accessed here, 10-27-2017).
Original research by Wouter
Van Hoven, Pretoria
University Zoologist

Ecological Networks: Biomimicry Taxonomies
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Emulate: New Strategies for Learning Systems
Encompassing Context

Top Down

Bottom Up

The individual cell, the biology of consciousness, and complex forest ecosystems are each finely tuned to function inside an
encompassing context (cellular environment, organism or complex ecosystem). Each share prototypical functions: Sensing,
internalizing and amplifying signals, and translating signals into actions. The pattern repeats recursively with infinite variation,
scaling from cell organelles to inter-connected ecosystems. Living systems affect context within which they exist through networks
containing sense-signal-translate-act feedback loops. Boundary interactions spark a cascade through parallel pathways creating
meaning from context. Translation resonates within the boundary, and actions harmonize, adapting to and influencing the everchanging context. Functions are manifested simultaneously bottom-up and top-down, and are nested and interconnected.
Incubating Understanding
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Emulate: New Strategies for Learning Systems
How does this abstracted functional map from living systems
align with educational design models? Earlier the
Understanding by Design model and its “backwards design”
approach were introduced. UbD’s concept of big ideas
resembles biological sensing of context. Or put another way,
starting with “why” is relevant to both learning and biology. In
UbD, the next stage in development is designing assessments

that demonstrate evidence of meaning-making through
“uncoverage" and abilities to transfer meaning. These
concepts align with signaling and translation in living systems.
The third stage in UbD is developing the learning plan —
translating the big idea into an action plan for delivering
instruction. Understanding by Design has synergy with the
bottom-up, sense to action organization of living systems.
However, there is a major difference: In
Understanding by Design, the educator is
the designer and controls the process. In
contrast biological function is distributed,
operating at multiple levels in parallel, a
creative and adaptive process that emerges
in every cell, organism and ecosystem.
The cell as a metaphor provides insights to
a potential educational strategy. Content, a
central component of the learning
environment, is “DNA” — a toolkit of
potential solutions. Like DNA content
provides a repository that can be translated
and unlocked in response to an
encompassing and ever changing context.
The learner’s role is to activate and follow
pathways. Teachers facilitate translations
that unlock content. Like a cell, learning is
an active feedback loop connecting
context with content as illustrated.

Incubating Understanding
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Emulate: New Strategies for Learning Systems
The biological systems studied above all feature structures
and functions supporting the flow of information through
distributed networks. Organisms that pass the mirror test by
recognizing themselves as individuals share a common
structure in their brains - spindle nerves that connect brain
subsystems (e.g. the von economo nerves or VEN cells in
humans and other primates discussed above). Damage to
these structures results in the loss of perspective-taking,
empathy, and perhaps most important to sustainability a
future-orientation.85 Similarly, in forest ecosystems fungi
networks are used by trees for information and nutrient
sharing. These networks support ecosystem stability by
redistributing resources106 even between different species of
trees.107 They form mutually beneficial relationships.108 Their
networks support diversity by ensuring that one species of
trees doesn’t totally dominate the forest.109

produced the incredible complexity and of specialized brain
regions in neurobiology. Exploring how learning environments
can be designed to create responsive niches on short
timescales and evolve more complex niche structures over
longer timescales is also a strategy for deeper exploration.
Furthermore, visualizing how niches are networked and
interrelated could support meaningful adaptation and
development.

How could a learning environment implement a similar
structure to optimize information flow? Can it create a
cohesive sense of identity and support a future orientation?
How can networks in these environments be designed to
simultaneously support diversity and stability? What
connections should be made and how might they be
structured?
Single cells, neurobiology in complex organisms and
ecosystems share another common process: the active
creation of specialized regions or niches. Each space is
optimized to function in time: From the immediate context of
stimulus response, to forest ecosystem development spanning
tens of thousands of years, to evolutionary timescales that
Incubating Understanding

Social Network Analysis Visualization
Grandjean, Martin (2014). "La connaissance est un réseau". Les Cahiers du Numérique 10 (3): 37-54.
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Emulate: New Strategies for Learning Systems
Networks, Boundaries & Connections

Every K-12 school is part of a larger community and by
extension the society it is part of. Community, culture and
society are its boundaries. The school’s functions are defined
by these boundaries — An ideal education system’s outcome is
creative, innovative and collaborative individuals doing good
for their communities and the greater whole of society.
Connections at a school's boundary require an active outreach
process, similar to how structures in the cell membrane
respond to their environment. Like a cell, schools should be
selective in the external influences that activate internal
processes. The criteria for selection needs to be defined by
what’s important and why it matters. Stakeholders including
students should have roles in sensing the community’s needs.
Mycorrhizae fungal networks in forest soil interact with tree
root systems extending a tree’s boundaries. In function and
structure distributed networks can nurture diversity and
stability of the whole community.110 Similarly, schools can
reach out into their communities, enabling systemic
adaptation and co-evolution.
Connections should also be capable of targeting specific
players in the community over the longterm, like the spindle
nerves selectively connect brain sub-systems and layers. By
doing so schools make long term bonds with established
entities in the community, developing mutual understandings
and emotional connections. A function of structured networks
is supporting cohesive activities and shared awareness. The
XQ Superschools and Big Picture Learning projects referenced
Incubating Understanding

previously are great examples that are making strong
connections between schools and their communities.

Feedback

Metaphorically a school operates like a conscious organism. In
neurobiology, the brain’s sense of self emerges from the body
and its boundary interactions.57 Likewise a school’s selfidentity cannot be dictated top-down by its administration: It
has to emerge from a healthy student body. Feedback is a
critical function for maintaining bodily health in biological
systems. Likewise schools student’s thoughts and feelings
reflect the health of the school learning environment. Are they
satisfied with the learning experiences? Are they happily
engaged? Schools need to establish structures and functions
actively collecting and assessing feedback from students.
Following Damsio’s hypothesis, a state of well-being needs to
be re-represented as a “story without words” to create the
“core-self.” A sense of curiosity about the world and
opportunities to find joy in its exploration are evidence of
student well-being. Schools should be designed so these are
observed behaviors — they do not need to be articulated.
Curiosity and joy are a school’s “story without words” and for
the basis for a school’s sense of self and purpose.
Frans de Waal’s studies express evolutionary advantages of
empathy: Abilities to mirror the feelings and experiences of
others benefit the greater whole of social groups. Therefore to
design for empathy, we can bring students together in shared
experiences. Levitin postulates that music engages the body
and mind in participatory experiences. By extension schools
can utilize shared musical experiences in their daily activities
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to create foundations for empathy. Music develops listening
and participation, both foundations for learning. It provides an
opportunities to get learning into “the right groove.”
A school’s stories about itself should foster feelings of
inclusion and shared values. Each person should feel
empowered as a co-creator of the place’s story. Archetypes in
this unfolding narrative evolve into what Daniel Levitin refers
to as prototypes and schemas: Shared understandings
contribute to the school’s sense of an “autobiographical self,”
what is right and wrong, and what works and doesn’t, and why
the place has unique value. At the same time, stories of place
provide opportunities for individuals to find joy their own
contributions.

Damsio hypothesizes that the evolutionary development of
the autobiographical self is the foundation for humanity's
cognitive achievements. In a similar way, learners in schools
co-create their unique story of knowledge and deeper
understandings. The school’s story of place is the framework
that these aspirations can be built upon.

Learning Loop

The “learning feedback loop” illustrated on page 33 can
manifest at multiple levels in a learning environment:
• Individual students
• Ad hoc working groups
• Classes
• Cross-sections of the student body
• School buildings
• Extensions into the community and society

Levels of Scale

Context

Sense

Signal

Translate

Act

Who is involved?

What is
important?

Why does it
matter?

How does it
connect?

When can it
be useful?

Where can it
be changed?

Individual student
Ad hoc working group
Class
Cross-section of the
student body
School/Building
Extensions into the
community and society
Incubating Understanding

Table: Learning Feedback Loop as a Content Rubric
operating across Levels of Scale

A curriculum content rubric that represents
how learning surfaces at particular levels can
be utilized by both teachers and students.
Evaluation facilitates identification of content
relevance across levels of scale. More
importantly content evaluations should
explore how the deeper understandings
gained can identify where change can occur.
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The learning feedback loop is a nested and recursive process:
Acting changes context — As an open system learning
must be able to continuously evolve and adapt to
dynamic, complex interactions.

Society
Community

The interconnected process is illustrated in
the “Learning Loop” diagram on this page.
It is not a linear process but an interlinked
whole. The questions represent points
of entry and have been inspired by the
biomimicry design process.

School
Class
Individual

Elements from the proposed
learning geometry presented in part
one are placed in a more
meaningful context: Sensing
requires empathy. Signaling
information requires acquiring
knowledge. Translating the signal to
make it useful is a manifestation of
meaning making, or understanding.
Making action meaningful requires
skill. The geometry’s elements are
attributes and outcomes of a richer set of
learning interactions.

Empathy

Skill
Knowledge
Understanding

This diagram represents learning as a rich,
interconnected process. Recognizing,
appreciating and enjoying learning in yourself, in
others, and across the entire school should be objectives
that all learning environments strive for.
Incubating Understanding
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A school is bounded by its community and the society within
which it exists. The proposed design features a distributed,
mutually beneficial network, like fungi networks in forest soil.
One approach to enabling this broader network is through
education-friendly social and collaboration Internet services
and sites. These resources can provide substrates and
nutrients that help learning experiences grow. Diversity and
stability can be fostered through the connected ecosystem.
Examples include:
• bubbl.us, Mindmeister and Popplet: Collaborative online
mind mapping / brainstorming tools
• BulbApp: Share digital portfolios online.
• EduMatch: Connecting educators around the world.
• ePals: A global collaborative community and digital pen pal
service.
• Flipgrid: A social learning site for creating video-based,
topical discussions.
• NaNoWriMo and NaNoWriMo Young Writers: National Novel
Writing Month provides a place to find and share their voice.
• Now Comment: Learners share and comment on public or
original documents.
• Skype and Google Hangouts: Make connections between
schools and outside the classroom.
• VoiceThread: Online conversations about media.
• Wikipedia: Students dig deeper to discover primary sources,
and contribute back (via their teachers) in making new
entries, critically improving entries, and adding depth.

Incubating Understanding

Making connections

An authentic audience connects
learners outside the school’s
boundaries encouraging growth
and making learning experiences
relevant in broader contexts.111 By
supporting a creative and curious
mindset, participation is
synergistic with the optimizing
conditions for life. It can be
improved by actively seeking out
mutually beneficial connections
on an ongoing basis.

The learning environment should also embody targeted
networks, like the VEN nerve structure cross-connecting critical
entities. In biology VEN structures in the human brain continue
to develop in early in life. Similar structures should also adapt
and grow early in the life cycle of individual students, and be
incorporated early school redesign cycles.
In particular, young students need to be
exposed early and often to opportunities to
learn and play in nature.35,112 The spindle
network should include on-going efforts to
reconnect learners through immersive
experiences with biology and nature. “Understanding
Ecology in Your Home Place,” Chapter 2 of Daniel Kriesberg’s
book35, has wonderful examples of activities and books that
can be utilized.
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Other examples include:
• In-school gardens where students nurture plants.
• Frequent time outside in natural areas where students
deepen their empathy, knowledge and understandings.

Schools need to establish regular connections with entities
that share responsibility for a thriving, sustainable community
development. Development of the spindle network can
measure co-evolution through the quality and quantity of
connections: Who’s involved? How often are connections
made? What is the level of involvement? What are the tangible
results and why does it matter? Connections need to be living,
breathing examples that adapt and evolve within the school
and the community to which they belong.
Links to examples supporting this model include:
• Cross pollination between with higher education and
research institutions like the Cornell Cooperative Extension New York City urban farming project.
• Collaboration non-profits like the Shelburne Farms
Sustainable School project in Vermont, Solar Energy
International’s Solar-in-the-Schools project in Colorado, and
• Connecting schools with the local business startups like
Tiger Ventures, a new venture incubator housed within a
school, and Crosstown High, a new school in Memphis
embedded in a community of business, education and
community organizations.
Connection

Frequency

Involvement

Results

Who is involved?

How often?

What level is
engagement?

Why does it
matter?

As outlined above establishing and nurturing networks
connects schools outside their boundaries. These networks
optimize the learning environment’s awareness of, interest in
and influence on the community and society they are part of.
—
Making connections inside the boundary of the learning
environment is just as vital. Through internal connections
individual students, classes and entire schools can develop
synergies and wholeness. Like a conscious organism, a
learning environment’s evolving sense of self should emerge
from the ground up.
A fundamental foundation for any learning environment is
empathy for others. Empathy makes the cognitive
development required for human social structures possible. It
is a key enabling factor for collaboration in advanced
civilizations. Its evolutionary significance is demonstrated
whenever cooperation outperforms competition. As outlined
above, the capacity for empathy is part of our neurobiological
makeup and intimately related to the mind-body relationship.
By installing empathy, learning environments have a basis for
social adaptation and cognitive growth: It creates conditions
conducive to learning in school (its “living purpose”). Above
shared musical experiences are suggested as one way to
develop both empathy and a school’s sense of identity. There
are many other effective strategies and resources that should
be considered for instilling empty into learning environments.

Measuring spindle network connections
Incubating Understanding
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Ideas and resources for developing empathy include:
• The Yale Center for Emotional Intelligence RULER program
• Start Empathy, a website with downloadable resources
dedicated to student-powered learning projects and change
making in schools
• Roots of Empathy, an evidence-based classroom program
• Empathy in Education, a web site with lesson plans, activities
and discussion areas for teachers
• Teaching Tolerance, a teacher resource for discovering and
developing diversity equity and social justice

Like an individual organism, a learning environment’s stories
about itself provide continuity between past, present and
future. By retelling a story, schools develop a culture of
continuity. Stories provide opportunities to inject prototypes,
schemas and archetypes. These constructs allow the transfer
of meaning into everyday events, providing understandings of
shared responsibility and direction. They can create a cohesive
culture.
Students should be empowered to create and share their own
stories about learning and their place in it. They should
carefully choose the stories they want to be remembered by.
Through the stories they create and choose, they will shape
the learning environment, allowing it to adapt and evolve. The
stories can embody their learning explorations, community or
school projects. They can be expressed in drawings, web sites,
videos, podcasts, diagrams…there should be few limits on the
means for expression.
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The learning environment’s design could be further improved
by tinkering with the learning spaces, both inside and
surrounding the school physical plant. These activities should
be designed and executed by the students. By doing they are
part of, not apart from the school-as-organism.
—
The learning feedback loop pattern that senses, signals,
translates, and acts in different contexts can be applied to the
school-as-network or the school-as-organism. For example, a
school making connections with their community could
structure the interactions by having a group of students
research the possibilities (sensing what’s possible in the
community). They could hand off their findings to other
students that collate the research, internally signaling the
responses. A third group could translate the collated research,
considering where the relationships would be most useful.
Students could then decide how to act on these community
relationships, and the loop starts over by considering the
results of their actions. In a similar fashion, students could
engage in redefining learning spaces as outlined above. Or
even at the individual level students could utilize this design
pattern in a meta-cognitive way, analyzing their individual
approach path for exploring curriculum content. By reflecting
on their experiences in applying the pattern, learning can
adapt and grow. The design could be further improved by
looking more deeply at living systems for other inspirations for example maintaining homeostasis/stability in the adverse
environment many schools are faced with.
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Approaches to Learning Inspired by Life

Functions and structures of living systems can be explored at
different levels of scale. Similarly, learning systems can be
considered at multiple levels. Living and school systems can
be juxtaposed: Classrooms to cells; Schools to organisms; The
school organization’s broader community to an ecosystem.
Like a cell a classroom can only thrive in the context of a
healthy environment. Classrooms are sensitive to the school
environment they are part of. Similar to a community of cells,
classrooms can also contribute back to and influence the
school environment within which they exist. Like a cell in its
environment, these feedback loops create a complex system
that has the capacity to adapt and evolve.

Incubating Understanding

A school can be correlated to a differentiated organism with a
centralized nervous system and brain. Like complex
organisms, identity is not dictated top-down: It is conveyed
holistically. The well-being of the school depends on
coordinating feedback from each and every member of the
school body. Feedback is enabled by connections and shared
experiences. Through feedback, groups and individuals are
empowered with capacities to contribute. Healthy schools
evolve their shared identity as a community of learners.
A school organization is part of a larger ecosystem. Schools
are physically situated in local natural and built environments.
Schools are also socially connected with the community and
culture they are part of. This larger context provides the school
organization with many opportunities to learn and contribute.
Meaning and purpose in learning experiences emerge from
these connections.

Cellular

Classroom

Organism

School Organization

Ecosystem

Natural Surroundings/Community/Culture

Living Systems

Education Systems

Education environment levels of scale correlated with living systems
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The table below revisits biological functions explored earlier in
this paper as analogies for learning systems design.
Cellular functions provide a metaphor for idealized classroom
functions. Classrooms should adapt and balance by
responding to a dynamic and changing environment. By
capturing and storing energy from the environment teachers
and students facilitate engaging, meaningful learning
experiences. Learning experiences should support growth
without sacrificing integrity (shape). Teachers facilitate student
growth by guiding direction (motion).

Similarly the school can optimize the student body in complex
behaviors such as student-led research. Schools can develop
internal relationships and shared experiences supporting both
stability and abilities to adapt and change. Schools can act
coherently to develop cohesive social bonding that underpins
a thriving, healthy school.
At the ecosystem level, schools must maintain a safe internal
environment. However, schools must balance safety with the
necessity to connect with communities that nourish the
learning environment. Schools should endeavor to contribute
and support a diverse, thriving community and culture.

Living Systems
Design

Cellular Functions

Organism Functions

Ecosystem Functions

Context/Boundary

Intracellular/Extracellular

In vivo/Ex vivo

Niche/Ecosystem

Sense

To adapt: Responding to a dynamic
environment

To use the body in complex
behaviors

To communicate dangers: Protecting
and nurturing one another

Signal

To balance: Adjusting internal
metabolism to changing
environmental conditions

To develop relationships,
cooperative networks, and stable
hierarchies

To connect: Providing conduits for
the sharing of nutrients

Translate

To assemble: Capturing and storing
energy

To support self-awareness and social
cognitive abilities as adaptive
strategies

To flourish under changing
conditions

Act

To maintain shape: during growth,
when directing motion

To support social bonding and
cohesion promoting growth and
group success

To support a diverse and thriving
community

Mapping inspirations from life to the “sense, signal, translate, act” design pattern at three levels of scale
Incubating Understanding
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The proposed learning geometry can be aligned with living
systems context and functions:
• Sensing “why it matters” requires empathy — abilities to feel
what matters to other living things, other people and to
you (e.g. the individual learner).
• Signaling “how it connects” requires knowledge —
abilities to perform functions, attach information to
structure, and fit shape and form by making
connections.
• Translating “when it is useful” requires
understanding — abilities to transfer knowledge to
situations that have occurred in the past, are
occurring now, or may occur in the future.
• Acting “where it can be changed” requires skill —
abilities to apply what was sensed, signaled and
translated and change our world, country,
community, class or yourself.
• All of the above are relevant only in context of “what’s
important,” or put another way, “where it plays” —
transforming the experience by making it meaningful to
our world, country, community, class or the individual
learner.
This iteration on the learning loop diagram makes the
questions more specific and actionable. It is intended to drive
Learning Loop
discussions at the class, school and school organization levels.
Click here for an online interactive version of this diagram that can be utilized in
classroom discussions.
Incubating Understanding
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Next Steps
The following diagrams provide a visual summary of the ideas presented in this paper. They are intended to provoke thinking and
conversation about learning environments as living systems. They illustrate the learning loop operating at three different levels,
metaphorically aligned with cells, conscious organisms and forest ecosystem. A large diagram that interconnects all three
diagrams on the following pages is available for download: click here to download a printable pdf.
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Appendix 1: A Brief History of Education

Education as a formal construct is a
"Hunter-gatherers had it right, and promoted universal education as a
Christian obligation, enabling the
relatively new idea in human history. It
their
understanding
that
children
reading of scripture. The primary
has co-evolved with human societies
and has it’s origins when crop
need freedom to educate themselves method of instruction was rote
cultivation appeared a few thousand
is as valid for children in our social memorization with the goal of
indoctrination. Discipline was often
years ago. Agriculture provided a
world
today
as
it
was
in
theirs."
required to enforce schooling. “Brute
steady food supply, supporting larger
force, long used to keep children at
populations. It lead to property
task in field and factories, was transported into the classroom
ownership and class hierarchies. It required less skill and
to make children learn.”115
specialization than the hunter-gatherer lifestyle it supplanted.
Increasingly, children were put to “work the land” alongside
Beginning in the 19th century states began taking over
their families. In his book, Free to Learn, Peter Gray argues that
education from the Church. Government leaders promoted
with agriculture humans extended “this idea of control over
the idea that the state could shape each new generation of
nature to other assets of the natural world, including
citizens into ideal workers and patriots. The state’s power to
children.”113
enforce education was modeled after conscription into the
military. It was designed to maintain social order.116
Agricultural development evolved into feudal societies where
most people, including children were expected to be
Gray contrasts these developments to hunter-gatherer
obedient. In turn, the production of ever more sophisticated
cultures. In hunter gatherer bands, life was knowledge and
material goods and services lead to economies, capitalism
skill intensive, but not labor intensive. There is extensive
and industry. Child labor followed suit, with children working
anthropological evidence that children in hunter-gatherer
from daybreak to 8 PM, six days a week.114 Against this sociogroups had much more time for play.117 Children learned by
economic backdrop, education and schooling as we know it
mimicking adult activities and through stories, songs, dance
emerged.
and physical play.118 In contrast to obedience, hunterFor most of this history, religion was the driving force behind
gatherers value autonomy. Anthropologist Richard Lee
the emergence of formal education in western society. In the
described hunter gatherers as fierce egalitarians.119 Learning
middle ages, the Church controlled knowledge and access
was guided by self-directed play and exploration.120
was restricted to Church-run universities. Economic change
and the emergence of capitalism was accompanied by
Protestantism. Martin Luther and other protestant leaders
Incubating Understanding
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The history above provides context. It explains why many
school systems are configured like factories: Students are
divided into grade levels and coursework is silo’d into subject
areas. Schools are designed to produce college and career
ready graduates, and student as product is tested at every
stage. Education systems in developing countries are not any
better off, and often many steps behind in development. For
example, despite laws against corporal punishment in South
Africa passed in 2005, the practice remains common.121
That said, the importance of education to modern society has
inspired educators, philosophers and psychologists to better
understand and improve educational practices. Almost 100
years ago John Dewey wrote in “How We Think:”122
“Doubtless the undue prominence in education of the
ideal of amassing information has its source in the
prominence of the learning of other persons. The
problem then is how to convert it into an intellectual
asset. In logical terms, the material supplied from the
experience of others is testimony: that is to say,
evidence submitted by others to be employed by one's
own judgment in reaching a conclusion. How shall we
treat the subject-matter supplied by text-book and
teacher so that it shall rank as material for reflective
inquiry, not as ready-made intellectual pabulum and
swallowed just as supplied by the store?”
Themes from Dewey’s writing resonates into the present day.
In the previous quote, he describes a primary function of
learning: The ability to transfer, or apply what has been
learned in one context to new contexts. His ideas about
Incubating Understanding

reflective inquiry are taken further in the education philosophy
of constructivism, pioneered by Jean Piaget:123
“Once the child is capable of repeating certain notions
and using some applications of these in learning
situations he often gives the impression of
understanding; however . . . true understanding
manifests itself by new spontaneous applications. . . .
The real comprehension of a notion or a theory implies
the reinvention of this theory by the [student].”124
Constructivism places emphasis on knowing through doing,
another function of learning. The process of constructing
knowledge is of higher importance than acquiring it. It relies
on the intrinsic motivation of curiosity.
The emphasis on doing is also reflected in the revised Bloom’s
Taxonomy, a popular framework for categorizing educational
goals. The category names from Bloom’s 1956 framework
were changed from nouns, to verbs. The last two stages of
Bloom’s framework were flipped - Creating was repositioned
at the apex of learning development, replacing Evaluation in
the original taxonomy. The taxonomy identifies three domains
of educational activity: Cognitive (knowledge), Affective
(emotion, attitude) and Psychomotor (skills). Application of the
revised taxonomy has focused primarily on the cognitive
domain. Knowledge is treated as a separate dimension
divided into four types: Factual (terminology, details),
Conceptual (classifications, principles, theories, etc),
Procedural (techniques, algorithms and when to use them)
and Metacognitive (thinking about one’s thinking in a
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purposeful way). Educators commonly utilize the taxonomy
when setting and communicating learning objectives.125
Educationalist Sir Ken Robinson describes the importance
of creativity in connecting knowledge domains:
The power of human creativity is obvious
everywhere, in the technologies we use, in the
buildings we inhabit, in the clothes we wear,
and in the movies we watch. But the reach
of creativity is very much deeper. It
affects not only what we put in the
world, but also what we make of it—
not only what we do, but also how
we think and feel about it.126

challenging standards are productive citizens that contribute
to international competitiveness.128 Unfortunately, the
emphasis on high stakes testing has resulted in instruction
narrowly focused on facts and skills, greatly narrowing the
curriculum. Research supports a testing focus depressed
the achievement of many students who would have
achieved at higher levels if there had been no
accountability system.129

Standards reform in the U.S. was inspired by
educational accountability models
implemented by ministries of education in
other nations. However, these efforts were
Revised Bloom’sTaxonomy
holistic with important elements absent
from the U.S. implementation: Incorporation of a “thinking
curriculum,” assessments with value that teachers appreciate,
Another very different set of ideas has taken root in the K12
granting school leadership broad authority on how to
U.S. Education landscape: Standards-based reforms. This
accomplish their goals, curriculum frameworks aligned to
movement has its roots in global economics, not educational
instructional systems and heavy investments in schools
theory. Globalization radically changed labor markets, and
personnel and infrastructure.130
unskilled labor for goods and services migrated off-shore.
State governments were very concerned about the exodus of
Metacognition, as defined in the revised Bloom’s taxonomy is
jobs. Business leaders realized educated people were vital to
at the core of a thinking-based learning approach. Students in
their viability. Educational reform dominated the 1986
schools that employ this approach are engaged in active
National Governors Association meeting resulted in the
learning experiences. For example, the Birkdale Intermediate
promotion of an accountability model based on standards,
School in New Zealand has organized the curriculum around
assessments, and a system of rewards and consequences.127
quests:
Since then standards-based reforms have come to dominate
A Quest is designed to place our students in the active
the educational landscape. Federal legislation including the
role of problem-solvers and confronts students with a
Improving America’s Schools Act of 1994 and the No Child
situation that reflects the real world. Each Quest begins
Left Behind Act of 2001 have exerted strong influences to
with a scenario which sets the scene for the inquiry and
implement standards and testing. The goals of meeting
Incubating Understanding
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ends with a concluding conversation where students
give their answer to the question posed in the scenario
and share their new insights and understandings with
each other. They discuss the special knowledge gained,
the way their skillful thinking has helped them and the
new ways of thinking about the world that they have
gained during the Quest.131

Common themes can be summarized in the following
functions of a learning environment:
- Connecting feelings and ideas that matter to the learner
- Actively engaging in learning through inquiry
- Creating deeper meaning from knowledge
- Transferring knowledge and skills to new experiences
- Learning how to learn (metacognition)

This active learning approach emphasizes process and depth
over content mastery and coverage. Actionable processes
such as planning, evaluating, making decisions, and
constructing arguments drive content: Knowledge is acquired
in context of the process of meaning making. Through selfdetermination, learners have intrinsic motivation. Emphasis is
based on learning strategies via a metacognitive approach.
Perhaps most importantly this approach integrates empathy.
Learners view themselves and the world from other’s
perspectives. These elements are integrated into a holistic
learning process, tasks always correlated with the greater
whole. This approach is in stark contrast with traditional
teaching frameworks which formulaically sequence isolated
skills and facts.132
Many of the ideas outlined above are closely interrelated with
recent trends in educational practice. In particular the term
“personalized learning” embodies creativity, a culture of
learning/thinking-curriculum, active engagement through
project-based learning, empathy through social justice and
global collaboration, and universal design for learning (UDL)
mirroring knowledge domains in the revised Bloom’s
taxonomy.133
Incubating Understanding
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Table: Summary of learning models
(Adapted from "Theories of learning and curriculum design Key positionalities and their relationships")
Incubating Understanding
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Educational Model References

1. College and Career Readiness Standards and Assessments
a. No Author (2017), “ACT College and Career Readiness Standards: Measuring the skills and knowledge essential to success,” (ACT, Inc.)
b. No Author (2010), “College- and Career-Ready Standards and Assessments,” (U.S. Department of Education, Retrieved from
https://www.ed.gov/k-12reforms/standards 9/30/2017)
c. No Author (2016), “Purchasing EdTech the Right Way: 14 Steps to making a successful edtech purchase,” (Curriculum Associates, Inc.)
d. No Author (2017), “More than just a test,” (The Regents of the University of California – Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium, Retrieved from
https://www.smarterbalanced.org 9/30/2017)
e. No Author (2015), "Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers,” (Pearson Education, Inc., Retrieved from
https://parcc.pearson.com 9/30/2017)
f. No Author (2014), “TestNav next-generation test delivery engine,” (Pearson Education, Inc., Retrieved from
https://www.pearsonassessments.com/content/dam/ped/ani/pa/us/LSA/testnavoverview082809.pdf 9/30/2017)
g. No Author (2017), “What is College and Career Readiness?” (Achieve, Inc., Retrieved from
https://www.achieve.org/publications/what-college-and-career-readiness 9/30/2017)
2. Collaborative Learning
a. Coote, R. (No date), “Developing a Thinking Curriculum.” (Birkdale Intermediate School, Retrieved from
http://bis.school.nz/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/Developing-a-Thinking-Curriculum.pdf, 9/18/2017)
b. Lin, U., (2011), “Fostering Creativity through Education—A Conceptual Framework of Creative Pedagogy,” (Scientific Research, DOI:10.4236/ce.
2011.23021, Retrieved from http://file.scirp.org/pdf/CE20110300018_49033096.pdf, 9/19/2017)
c. Milton, P. (2015) “Shifting Minds 3.0: Redefining the Learning Landscape in Canada.” (C21 Canada, Retrieved from
http://www.c21canada.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/C21-ShiftingMinds-3.pdf, 9/18/2017)
d. Whitebread, D. et. al., (2012), “The Importance of Play: A report on the value of children’s play with a series of policy recommendations,” (Report
written for Toy Industries of Europe, Retrieved from http://www.importanceofplay.eu/IMG/pdf/dr_david_whitebread_-_the_importance_of_play.pdf,
9/19/2017)
3. Constructivism
a. Committee on Developments in the Science of Learning (2000). In J. Bransford, A.L. Brown, R. Cocking (Eds). How People Learn: Brain, Mind,
Experience, and School: Expanded Edition, (National Academy Press),
b. No Author, (No Date), “Constructivism & Student Centered Learning,” (Atlantic International University Open Courses, Retrieved from
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